Use your driver’s license or your active library card to check out these tools for the Cricut Maker from the 2nd floor Information Desk:

For more information about these tools, visit help.cricut.com and select: Blades, Tools, and Accessories

-Fine Point Blade (for cutting paper and vinyl)

-Rotary Blade (for cutting fabric)

-Bonded-Fabric Blade (for cutting bonded fabric or fabric with an iron-on backer)

-Scoring Wheel -2 pieces #01 & 02 (Creates extra-deep score lines for folds in both thick and thin materials)
- **Fine Debossing Tool #21** (it presses into your material (like cardstock) to create a crisp imprint)
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- **Engraving Tip Tool #41** (inscribes into material (like metal or acetate) to create an etched, permanent imprint.)
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- **Basic Perforation Blade Tool #11** (Creates tear-offs and easy peel-aways using paper, cardstock, acetate, poster board, and more)
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